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A new type of **monitoring data visualization** which provides **easy readable top-level live views** into the state of distributed systems based on treemap/heatmap visualization techniques.

- Services are visualized by rectangles sized by importance and colored by state. A problem becomes visually correlated to its impact.

- **Better visibility and manageability of large scale distributed services**

**Background**

- Developed during EDS/CERN openlab collaboration in 2007/08 to meet the need for better management views of the Grid.

- Used at CERN for improved monitoring and operations of the production grid services.
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New Prototypes
- Site Status Board GridMap (CMS)
- Experiment Workflow (CMS)
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Work in progress

- Technical Student: Lukasz Kokoszkiewicz
  - started 11/2008, work area GridMap (know-how transfer)

- GridMap software framework & repository
  - Consolidate all applications & documentation
  - Factor out common components and reusable code, develop test support
  - Standardize directory structure & configuration

- Next GridMap application update
  - Better WLCG support (OSG sites)
  - Improved data feeds (WLCG topology, #Cores)
  - Usability improvements (e.g. services selection)

- Generic GridMap server improvements